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Living in my Divine Fiat and working in Him, is the transfusion of the Creator
in the creature. It happens with the soul as with the accidents of the host.
“My daughter, cease your marveling.
Living in my Divine Fiat and working in Him,
-is the transfusion of the Creator in the creature.
And between the Divine work and the work of the creature alone there is an infinite
distance.
She lends herself to her God as material in order let him work great things.
Such as the material of the light lends itself to the Divine Fiat in the Creation
- in order to let him form the Sun, the Sky, the stars, the sea, all matter
in which the Supreme Fiat resounded and fabricated all the Creation.
Prodigy of Him is the Sun, the sky, the sea, the earth,
- that were revived and animated by the Fiat,
perennial and enchanting sight of what My Will can do and does.
It happens with the soul as with the accidents of the host.
The host, although material, let itself become animated by my Sacramental life.
This happens only when the priest pronounces those same words
-said by me in instituting the Most Holy Sacrament.
Because they were Words animated by my Fiat, that contained the Creative Power.
Therefore the matter of the host undergoes the transubstantiation of Divine life.
One can say over the host how many words one wants,
-but if they are not those few words established by the Fiat,
my Life remains in Heaven and the host remains the vile matter that is.
Thus it happens with soul
She can do, say, suffer, that which she wants, but if she doesn't live within my Divine Fiat
they are always finite and vile things.
The words, works, sufferings of the soul who lives in Him, are as veils that hide the
Creator.
The Creator of the Heaven and the earth serves Himself of these veils to perform Works
worthy of Him. And He puts in her his Sanctity, his creative Power, his infinite Love.
Therefore no one else can compare, how great things one may do
with that creature in which lives, reigns and dominates my Divine Will. “

“My Words animated by my Fiat, contained the Creative Power”
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